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Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter - Chicken Invaders is not the first series, but can be seen as the most famous brand in the genre. This game. During its 6 parts and adding individual sections, the game has become a symbol. It offers a simple casual game that's easy to navigate for a variety of character designs. There is a
lot of manufacturers to exploit this game. Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter is a product that has been released for a long time on Google Play but is updated regularly, yet most players should win hearts. With 10 million downloads on this Android app, this is one of the most successful games. Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter is
famous for its variety of spaceships. Players can see the difference between the allied ship and the enemy ship. But it's only the difference in detail, the looks and functions and skills of both sides are well refined. According to the plot of the game, you are the last survivor of the crew to protect the world from aliens. In
war, all your companions have sacrificed, and now you are the last hope of the earth. Because of the other, the universe is in danger, so you will have the task of destroying all of them. This responsibility seems pretty overwhelming, but you still have upgrade mode as an accessory. When participating in the battle, you
will be provided with a simple control system. The craft will fire infinite ammo on its own. But it may not be transferred automatically, and that task is for you. Just touch the screen and hold to get control. Touching the screen on the screen where the aircraft will fly there. When eliminating aliens, random missions will be
added to upgrade or replace your weapons. In addition, you can upgrade your stats from the amount of money collected in the game. Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter gives players many different modes like 1vs 1, 3 vs 3 or raid boss. They exist to give various benefits to the player. If you perform perfectly, you will receive
great rewards. In primary gameplay mode, it's better than 120 levels with many different types of difficulty. Game to challenge player's talent. In each level, you will encounter a lot of alien spacecraft with strong attack power. But in the end you have to deal with a boss who has a lot of skills and different guns and lasers
that have a great impact on you. The graphics of the game, however, are in 2D levels with vertical screens. But the variety of designs, as well as the sharp image of the background, satisfies the player. Clear sound, honesty is also a strong point of it. Now you are ready to download Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter for free.
Here are some notes: Please check out our installation guide. To check the CPU and GPU of android device, please use cpu-z app - Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter Mod App Unlimited Money - Galaxy Attack One soft is the latest version of Space Games Simulator from Android Game Studio, which has greatly welcomed
and gained popularity, and we are Today to announce this fascinating game in Persian. We have it. The story of the game is that you are the last hope of the planet, space enemies intend to attack the planet to destroy it. So just remove the surviving ship and destroy the enemies of the galaxy in the most dangerous
possible places. Be careful, because the task of protecting the earth is left to you and you should carefully focus on killing your enemies. With the advancement of the game, you'll have the opportunity to upgrade your ship to maximize your destructive power. Other ships will be available at a later stage, collecting money
to buy them to fight more enemies. The control of the game will be very easy and, like many other games, by touching and moving your finger on the screen, you have the ability to move your ship so that in addition to pointing to the enemy, their beams will be safe. By continuing to play your game, get new and different
rewards every day, and collect money in addition to upgrading your spaceship to get new skins to make your spaceship more beautiful. In this game, there is the ability to play online and multiplayer for those who want to compete with real rivals to experience moments of joy and excitement. If you're a fan of action and
space games, download Galaxy Attack now: Alien Shooter from High Level Servers for free! Some exciting Galaxy Attack Mod Alic feature Android Alien Shooter: Having a multiplayer mode in different genres has excellent stages with great graphics for tablets as well as different missions in over 120 breathtaking and
engaging stages such as bombings, with the ability to upgrade your spaceship and gunsGalaxy attack with very tough giants at different stages : Alien Shooter Mod Applexy Attack: Alien Shooter Mod App has been downloaded more than 10 million times by Android users from Google Play and has received an excellent
4.7 out of 5.0 out of over 600,000 votes, which is a great bonus for Android games if you are interested in the game. You can download two specific versions and game modes for free from high-speed servers in Persian and enjoy moments after watching video games and games. As mentioned, this game has been
tested and run smoothly. Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter Mod Apper version v31.6* Fix game bug and download your graphicsfree NowDownload Direct Download Mod APK- 101 MBDownload Direct Download Megamode APK- 97 MB ONESOFT Android 4.1+ Version: 31.6$0 Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter (MOD Unlimited
Money) - Classic Shooter Vertical on a Space Theme in which you play the role of human race delivers. According to the plot, you have to sit on top of the last surviving warship and try to destroy as many foreign invaders as possible, which will be greater with each level. In galaxy attack mod app you have to go through
more than 120 levels of different complexity during which you will use your various modules. Your shuttle, which will facilitate the achievement of the main goal. It's also worth noting the graphics made in the style of playing machines and the presence of multiplayer modes. Updated for version 31.6! Enjoy simple and
casual gameplay of classic arcade and retro titles on your mobile devices? Looking for a great game to enjoy whenever you get bored? Want to have fun with endless space shooter challenges where you will go up against fleet of enemies in a fierce and enjoyable battle? Then you will definitely find the Galaxy Attack on
your mobile devices surprisingly great. Feel free to dive into endless shooter challenges with your lone spaceship as you prevent enemies from attacking our planet. Take on all kinds of different opponents in a series of epic shooter challenges. Enjoy the whole scene of the battle with vertical scrolling shooter titles from
ONESOFT as you guide your spaceship to effectively take down enemies and have fun. Find out more about this amazing mobile title with our reviews of Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter. StoryIn game, Android gamers will find themselves playing as the lone spaceship captain - the only hope of earth in front of invading
aliens. Here, you have to take on a series of epic battles against a fleet of enemies. Uses amazing fire powers that you possess and defeat enemies as you go. Don't get any of them away as you effectively defeat your enemies. It's similar to Dragonsky: Idle and Merge, but features interesting setup of space attacks.
Enjoy vertical scrolling shooter, in which you'll take on all sorts of interesting fights against enemies and have fun progressing through a series of epic levels. Use lovers and boosters falling from blast enemies to power your spaceship. Unleash your special attacks and special shootings to drive enemies away effectively.
And at the same time, intuitive top down view and intuitive gameplay will definitely make the game extremely enjoyable for those who are expecting a great casual title. In addition, in-depth gameplay with multiple game modes will definitely affect even the most suspicious gamers. Here you will find all the exciting
features the game offers: to begin with, simple and intuitive gameplay will allow Android gamers to get instantly familiar with the gameplay of Galaxy Attack. That's what's said, you can easily use touch controls to over do more of your spaceship effectively across the board and dodge enemies' attacks. Shoot endless
waves of laser towards your enemies and take them down with your effective aim. And at the same time, gather many lovers coming out of your enemies to power your weapons and change laser types. Depending on the conditions, you will find that each of them is extra awesome and effective. Also, as you have exciting
in-game tasks Dive, you'll find each level absolutely enjoyable as well. And it is For the reasonably increasing difficulties in each of them. That's what's said, you won't be overwhelmed by the hard gameplay at the beginning or find the game somewhat boring after reaching a higher level. Also, with a huge collection of
different in-game levels, which is a range of more than 160 steps for you to enjoy, there should be no problem for you to enjoy the galaxy attack in full: alien shooter, especially when each level also boasts its own interesting missions and awesome setup. For those of you who are interested, the game also offers a series
of epic upgrades for your guns and lasers, which you can pick up when finishing your flights in space. Power your guns and lasers using them to deal effectively with enemies. Increase your fire power, firing rate, accuracy, and more as the game progresses through. Have fun as you use those special upgrades for
advances through in-game levels. In addition, it is also possible to use different abilities to defeat your enemies, during your flights and battles against space invaders. These are skills that can be easily activated during your space battles. Therefore, you can always use them to fight against your enemies and save the
planet from total destruction. And for those of you who are interesting, it's also possible for you to have fun through levels because you find you're going up against different opponents, each having their own unique traits and abilities. Therefore, you should be prepared for enemies who will shoot at you or throw
themselves into your spaceships in the most annoying ways. But most importantly, always be prepared for the worst because you find that the bosses of the enemies are being confronted by scaring themselves. To make the game more interesting, Android gamers in Galaxy Attack can also find themselves fun with
awesome in-game multiplayer mode. Feel free to dive into awesome PVP battles with 1vs1 or 1vs3 setup as you take them to the head. Enjoy the game with friends and online gamers whenever you have time. In addition, it is also possible to go for full scores in endless mode with awesome fun and in-game features.
Here, you will be able to carry on waves after waves of enemies, while your laser will be upgraded to complete. Fight against your endless enemies as you go the longest distance and have fun with the absolute best score. Compete with others while setting your own records in endless mode of Galaxy Attack: Alien
Shooter. In addition, it is also possible for Android gamers in Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter enjoy yourself with awesome daily rewards. Just be active in Galaxy Attack and have fun collecting some amazing rewards whenever you're in the game. Also, with stacking rewards, you are guaranteed to earn your special
rewards at the end of the month. In addition, the game also boasts different game achievements of various types, You can easily And enjoy. Feel free to dive into classic gameplay while spending your time completing these achievements. Enjoy special rewards as you progress through your achievements and feel free to
brad with friends and online gamers. For those of you who are interested, you can install Galaxy Attack on your mobile devices without paying absolutely anything. Having said that, it's always possible to have fun with the game on the Google Play Store for absolutely free. However, since it's a freemium title, there are
still ads and in-game buying that can bother you by diving into in-game challenges. So, to make the game interesting, gamers in Galaxy Attack will also be able to access our fully unlocked gameplay on their mobile devices. Just download and install Galaxy Attack Mod APK on our website, follow the instructions provided
to make sure it's installed properly, and you'll be good to go. Feel free to have fun with unlimited money, deleted ads and many interesting features. Feel free to immerse yourself in the awesome world of Galaxy Attack with simple yet extremely fun and interesting in-game graphics. Have fun with simple and immersive
retro styled scenes that you will definitely find interesting. In addition, with full support and customization for all Android devices, gamers will definitely be enjoying the gameplay in full. Not to mention that the unmaning graphics also ensure that you can enjoy smooth and satisfying gameplay throughout the game. With
powerful visual experiences, gamers in Galaxy Attack: Alien Shooter make themselves a blast while playing this game for powerful sound effects. It is said, immersive audio will make you feel extremely present in battles, which is absolutely incredible. Not to mention that the engaging and powerful soundtrack will
definitely keep you hooked for hours at the end of galaxy attack gameplay. For those of you who are interested, you'll find that you'll get access to galaxy attack's awesome vertical scroll gameplay. Epic Shooter experiences with interesting enemies, immersive level setup, and many more features will definitely impress
most of you. Also, with the game being completely free to play and many unlockable features on our modified version, we don't see any reason for you to reject it. Download Now
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